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Visual attention

The circle indicates where the participant looked.



Eye Tracking

• What do eyes do?

• Why record eye movements?

• How to record eye movements?

• Eye-tracking research examples



What do eyes do?

• Eyes never stand still; they have a 
constant tremor.

• The eyes jump from one location 
to the next. A jump is called a 
saccade, the relative standstills 
are called fixations.

• Input is taken in only during a 
fixation.

• Light falls at the back of the eye 
on the retina that consists of a 
fovea, a parafovea, and a  
periphery.

• The fovea has acute vision, the 
parafovea sees contours, the 
periphery has blurred vision. 

• Perception consists of moving the 
focus of attention to the fovea.



Why record eye movements?

The eyes reveal visual attention.

Two assumptions underly eye-tracking research:

– Immediacy: You immediately process what you see.

– Eye-mind: You keep looking until you’re done processing.

These assumptions need to be met (as much as possible) in 
order to be able to use eye movements in research. 



How to record eye movements?
Infrared based eye trackers

SR Research EyeLink 2 SMI RED250

Pupil Labs
EyeTribe



Infrared based eye tracking



How to record eye movements?

imotions.com

Webcam based eye trackers



How to record eye movements?
Calibration: Keep looking at the center dot wherever the circle moves.

The XY-coordinates  of the positions are coupled to eye movements.



Eye-tracking research

The eyes show where the visual attention is but not what 
cognitive processing takes place. To study cognitive processing, 
you need to set up experiments in which eye movements of 
participants are compared between two or more predefined 
conditions.

Typical measures of visual attention are viewing duration,  
viewing frequency, and viewing synchrony.



Example: Browsing research



The influence of 

position and visual 

context on the 

processing and 

recall of online ads 

(Van Loon, 2006)

Task: find 

information on the 

website to answer 

questions.



Example









Voorbeelden: Websites

The results showed that 

ads were seen and 

remembered better when 

they were visually similar 

to the layout of the 

website and were 

positioned in the text.



Gaze



Bee Swarm



Scan Path



Focus Map 



Heat Map



Other research examples

Video

Text and graphics

Infographics



In sum

Eye tracking is a very attractive, unobtrusive method to acquire 
insight into the cognitive processes involved in the 
comprehension of all kinds of visual media.



Thank you for your visual attention


